
BOD Meeting Questions and Answers 01/20/2021 

Answers below in Red 

1.  It was stated that there would be a budget document (planned, board approved and actual) 

posted to the website within one week after the last board meeting for the new community 

center (The Compass).  In looking at the website, I still do not see this summary document. 

The 2021 Budget Summary for Enhancement Fund Budget has been posted on Craig 

Ranch Living.  Posted 12/22/2020 

 

2. Artificial vine concern on the wrought iron gates in Spicewood? 

 

In accordance with the Governing Documents, artificial greenery is not a permitted form of 

screening.  Applicable covenants from Exhibit F-200: 

 -“The [wrought iron] fence can be used on it’s own or it can be combined with a 

hedgerow of plants to provide screening and additional privacy.” 

 -“Metal, wrought iron and aluminum fencing… [allow for] No decorative elements other 

than spear tops… unless specifically approved by the Design Review Committee.  

Bottom portion ‘puppy bars’ are permitted.” 

 

CRCA is aware that Spicewood is looking to find an answer in the desire for privacy.  The 

Founders, the Board of Directors and CMA are working to find that answer and include it in 

updated Design Guidelines.  In the interim, live screening can be approved, but the artificial 

screening remains a non-compliant material. 

 

3. Excessive car speeds on Collin McKinney in Spicewood area. Stop sign or speed bump? 

 

We can report this issue to the traffic controller for the City of McKinney. They will determine if 

additional signage can be installed.  If approved, they will let us know so we can install a 

decorative post that will match the other signage. The City of McKinney will then install the sign.  

  

4. Is there a max assessment amount increase for the HOA at Hemingway? 

 

The goal of CRCA is to keep assessment increases as minimal as outside factors allow.  Increases 

unfortunately cannot always be avoided as benefits for our homeowners are often driven by 

increased costs from 3rd parties such as water, electricity, and vendor increases due to “cost of 

living”.  (CPI) In our townhome communities specifically, insurance claims made for repairs can 

increase premium costs and updates to maintain the desirable aesthetics of the communities 

can affect the assessment rates.  As the budget is readdressed on an annual basis, the first 

priority is to research all areas in the hopes to keep assessments rates the same, or to examine 

the possibility of lowered assessments.  That being said, there is not a maximum cap for 

assessment increases. 

 

5. Will roadwork on Stacy include right turn from Stacy into Watters Branch drive? 

 



Based on the proposed plats, it looks like just the four right turn lanes on Stacy at Canyon Creek 

and Desert Falls going west and Fort Buckner and Rowlett Creek going east.  We can update 

when/if updates become available. 


